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With respect to the players, by humans we refer to all
levels of participants, from students at different educational centers to professionals and practitioners who train
for a certain purpose or test a specific topic. By machine
we mean a real construct, a robot whose interactions are
structured by a preinstalled formula, or software that
generates behavioral outcomes.
Related to the platform for the simulation, by the
physical environment we capture the concrete location of
the simulation: a classroom or simulation lab on campus
or at a professional establishment for training, a military
base, or a government compound. By a virtual environment we mean all abstract, nontangible milieus where
interactions occur, like the well-
known International
Communication and Negotiation Simulations (ICONS),
as professional software created to run the simulation,
university-
administered remote learning systems, social
networks in general, or Facebook in particular.
Cyber tools, like YouTube clips or photos that enhance
the theatrical atmosphere, may be used in both physical
and virtual environments, but this does not make a face-
to-face simulation into a hybrid one. By a hybrid simulation we mean a set of several world politics rounds,
each one of them taking place on a different platform,
as discussed in chapter 6.1 Most of this chapter, beyond
the genealogy section, focuses on three major genres with
human players: face-to-face, cyber, and hybrid simulations of the typology.
The common simulations of the past were face-
to-
face, as in role-play exercises of a selected historical case
study in class, or the software modeling of arms races
and complex game theory situations. The virtual environment emerged later, once technological innovations
enabled the development of connections among humans
or machines from a distance by way of phone, cable, or
broadband. It drastically changed the range of human interactions from the immediate proximity to the endless
cross-globe sphere. Unlike the face-to-face deliberations
that take place in physical setting like an auditorium, the
interactions of a cyber simulation occur on the web. The
Internet also introduced vast changes in the connections

among machines. The software-to-software connections
via cyber channels allow for contacts and behavior manipulations among clever robots, directed from afar. In
a growing number of cases, preprogrammed machine
interactions in an industrial plant or drones and other
nonhuman equipment on a battlefield carry out a variety of chores. These advanced and complex machines also
allow for software modifications and activity correction
from a remote location, based on feedback and revision.
While the integration of groundbreaking human-machine
simulations as a teaching tool still awaits future developments, traditional face-to-face and software genres are
still popular. Web 2.0 and social networks offer a novel
technology-based option for an exciting encounter among
human players on a cyber platform like the Middle East
simulation or the Palestinian statehood hybrid simulation
summarized in the appendix.
There are many different types of simulations, each of
which comes with its own advantages and shortcomings.
One can think in terms of an extended family of simulations, whose members share core traits and diverge in others. The family distinctions include (1) mainly face-to-face
simulations with little integration of cyber applications;
(2) mainly cyber simulations with strong reliance on the
Internet along with very few face-to-face encounters; and
(3) a balanced weight of physical and virtual platforms
in separate rounds, for encounters of hybrid simulations
where a variety of interactions contribute more or less
equally to the overall learning experience, as in the Palestinian statehood example. Among the family groups,
the first plays it safe and mostly disregards the new, technologically driven options for enhancing world politics
simulations. The second eagerly replaces the traditional
in-class encounters with the new virtual surrounding and
features, but in doing so risks giving up the wealth of successful simulation precedents and the rich body of knowledge they triggered. Only the third, by balancing physical and virtual features on social networks, preserves the
benefits of the well-tested face-to-face modes and at the
same time considerably incorporates the virtues of the
most recent cyber innovations. The choice of a particular

